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Abstract— FRUC (Frame Rate Up-Conversion) technique 

needs an effective frame interpolation algorithm using 

motion information between adjacent neighboring frames. 

In order to have good visual qualities in the interpolated 

frames, it is necessary to develop an effective detection and 

interpolation algorithms for occluded regions. For this aim, 

this paper proposes an effective occluded region detection 

algorithm through the adaptive forward and backward 

motion searches and also by introducing the minimum value 

of normalized cross-correlation coefficient (NCCC). That is, 

the proposed scheme looks for the location with the 

minimum sum of absolute differences (SAD) and this value is 

compared to that of the location with the maximum value of 

NCCC based on the statistics of those relations. And, these 

results are compared with the size of motion vector and then 

the proposed algorithm decides whether the given block is 

the occluded region or not. Furthermore, once the occluded 

regions are classified, then this paper proposes an adaptive 

interpolation algorithm for occluded regions, which still exist 

in the merged frame, by using the neighboring pixel 

information and the available data in the occluded block. 

Computer simulations show that the proposed algorithm can 

effectively classify the occluded region, compared to the 

conventional SAD-based method and the performance of the 

proposed interpolation algorithm has better PSNR than the 

conventional algorithms. 

 

Index Terms— Frame Rate Up-Conversion (FRUC) 

Normalized Cross-Correlation Coefficient (NCCC), 

Occluded Region. 

 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

VIDEO frame rate up-conversion (FRUC) has been a 

technique of great interest due to its diversified consumer 

applications such as HDTV and multimedia environments 

[1], [2]. Besides these scanning format applications, 

FRUC has also been considered in low bandwidth video 

coding. In low bandwidth applications, some frames are 

skipped in the encoding stage and missing frames are 

interpolated during the decoding process [3], [4]. 

Similarly to these applications, distributed video coding 

(DVC) schemes need to have good side information 

which plays great role in determining the performance of 

overall system and it is necessary to be efficiently 

generated by using key frames at decoder [5]-[7].  

Many FRUC algorithms have been developed, which 

are divided broadly into two categories. The first 

approach exploits the motion vector, derived from the 

reference frames, to interpolate the block with same 

spatial location for the interpolated frame [7]. This is 

simple and useful for interpolating frames with symmetric 

and linear motions. However, this algorithm tends to have 

severe visual degradation in some regions with non-linear 

motions. On the other hand, the second approach 

interpolates new block information at the half value of 

motion vector. Specially, this method has been considered 

in effectively interpolating the frames with non-linear 

motion. However, this method introduces the overlapped 

(multi-passing of motion trajectories) and hole (no motion 

trajectory is passing) regions. To handle the occluded 

regions, first of all, we need to find an effective detection 

algorithm for these regions. Furthermore, this algorithm 

needs to have an efficient interpolation scheme for these 

occluded regions and overlapped areas.  

In order to achieve the performance improvement in 

interpolated frames, in this paper, by developing the adaptive 

forward and backward motion searches and also by 

introducing new measurement parameters, a new occluded 

region detection algorithm is proposed. That is, when bi-

directional motion estimation is performed with adjacent 

reference frames to construct motion vector field for the 

frame to be interpolated, the normalized cross correlation 

coefficient (NCCC) as well as the sum of absolute difference 

(SAD) is measured, simultaneously and compared in terms 

of SAD and the size of motion vector. Then the proposed 

algorithm decides whether the given block is the occluded 

region or not. Once the occluded regions are classified, an 

adaptive interpolation algorithm for occluded regions is 

designed by using the neighboring pixel information and the 

available data in the occluded block. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the 

basic concepts of conventional motion-compensated 

frame rate up conversion algorithm and its problems are 

discussed. In section III, bi-directional motion estimation 

and measurements are presented. In section IV and V, the 

occluded region detection algorithm and the adaptive 

interpolation algorithm are proposed, respectively and 

then experimental results are given. Finally, section VI 

concludes this paper. 
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II. MOTION-COMPENSATED FRAME 

INTERPOLATION AND OCCLUDED REGIONS 

 

Fig.1 shows the conceptual diagram of motion-

compensated frame interpolation. In this technique, a 

segmentation mask is created between two successive 

frames. This mask is divided into stationary background, 

moving objects, and covered and uncovered regions. Then, 

based on the segmentation information, an appropriate 

interpolation method is determined and the pixel value of 

the interpolated frame is predicted. Moving objects can be 

reconstructed by bi-directional motion-compensated 

interpolation and static background is easily generated by 

linear interpolation. Also, covered background and 

uncovered background can be reconstructed by forward 

prediction and backward prediction, respectively. But, the 

motion compensated interpolation requires accurate 

motion estimation for the true motion vector field. 

Although the motion vector reflects the true object motion 

more closely, if object motion is nonlinear, the block 

cannot be perfectly reconstructed.  

Conventional motion compensated interpolation 

schemes produce overlapped pixels and holes in the 

interpolated frame. This is mainly caused by two reasons. 

First, although the true motion trajectory is available for a 

moving object, the object is usually not under rigid 

translational motion. This often occurs in sequences with 

camera motion such as interframe zooming. Second, even 

if the object is under rigid motion, the estimated motion 

vector field may not be the same within the same object 

due to poor motion estimation. In either case, the motion 

trajectory is not a one-to-one mapping from moving 

object in the previous frame to that in the current frame. 

Therefore, the interpolated object tends to contain some 

overlapped pixels and holes. Specifically, for these areas, 

it is necessary to have good performances. Thus, this 

paper focuses on the FRUC scheme which generates new 

block information at the half value of motion vector. This 

method has been considered in effectively interpolating 

the frames with non-linear motion. However, this method 

introduces the overlapped and hole (no motion trajectory 

is passing) regions. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Overview of motion-compensated frame interpolation 

between two adjacent frames.  

III. BI-DIRECTIONAL BLOCK SEARCH AND 

MEASUREMENTS 

 

Usually, a motion vector is found using the concept of 

the sum of absolute difference (SAD), which represents 

the sum of the absolute difference for pixels between the 

candidate block in the previous frame and the reference 

block in the current frame as follows.  
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where (dx, dy) stands for the motion vector candidate and 

(Sx, Sy) denotes the horizontal and vertical search range. v 

denotes the selected motion vector, which locates the 

position of the block with the minimum SAD. 

By introducing the SAD, block-based motion search is 

performed bi-directionally and the motion-compensated 

interpolation is obtained at the half of the motion vector 

between adjacent frames as follows. 
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(2) 

 

where (Fx, Fy) and (Bx, By) are the forward and backward 

motion vectors, respectively. I2k-1 and I2k+1 denote the 

previous and current frames, respectively. 
FkI ,2

and 

BkI ,2
 contains occluded regions (overlapped pixels and 

holes). These regions mean the mismatch between the 

original frame and interpolated frame. So, we need to 

investigate how well the current block matches the 

original block, the temporal matching characteristics are 

measured as follows: 
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where SADf measures the mismatch between the current 

block ( ),(12 nmI k
)
 

and the reference block 

( ),(12 yxk FnFmI 
). Similarly, SADb measures the 

mismatch between the current block ( ),(12 nmI k
)
 
and the 
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reference block ( ),(12 yxk BnBmI 
). If the 

interpolated block has no or multiple motion trajectories, 

the value has small value. But, even if SAD is a high 

value, the interpolated block can have good visual quality. 

That is, (3) does not guarantee that the quality of the 

interpolated block can be determined only by (2). (3) can 

be used as one of the matching characteristics in temporal 

direction. Thus, in order to reflect the spatial matching 

characteristics, the cross correlation characteristics need 

to be calculated and compared. The cross correlation is 

measured by introducing NCCC (Normalized Cross 

Correlation Coefficient) as follows. 
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where (Fx, Fy) with NCCCf means the most highly 

correlated location in the forward search range and 

NCCCf indicates how well spatially is correlated. (Bx, By) 

with NCCCb denotes the most highly correlated location 

in the backward search range and NCCCb indicates how 

well spatially is correlated. Fig.3 shows an experimental 

result, which is obtained from Foreman sequences with 

QCIF, 30 frames (block size = 8x8). In this experiment, 

each block 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. Overview of motion-compensated frame interpolation 

between two adjacent frames. (a) backward MCFI. 

(b) forward MCFI. 

composed of even frames is generated by using bi-

directional motion estimation and compensation as shown 

in Fig. 2. Then, the MSE between the generated block and 

the original block is calculated and is classified by high 

MSE region (greater than 25) and low MSE region(less 

than 25). In these cases that the location with minimum 

SAD is not same with that of NCCC, it is shown that two 

regions can be easily partitioned. In the cases that the 

SAD value obtained by NCCC search is much greater 

than the value of SAD search, it is apparent that high 

MSE region can be easily partitioned from low MSE 

region. However, most samples overlap on same 

locations or concentrates on similar locations and so it is 

difficult to classify in these regions. Fig. 4 shows the 

conceptual diagram for these regions. 

For these regions, the motion vector size for each sample 

is compared and shown in Fig. 5. Most samples in low MSE 

region concentrate on the region having less than 5, while 

most samples in high MSE region concentrate on the region 

having greater than 5. So, from this result, it shown that the 

size of motion vector is useful for classifying the samples 

whose MSE are same or similar. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Experimental result for high MSE and low MSE 

with Foreman sequence (QCIF, 30Hz). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Conceptual diagram for high MSE region and low 

MSE region.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5. Experimental result for size of motion vector vs. 

minimum SAD value. (a) low MSE region. (b) 

high MSE region. 

 

 
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR DETECTING 

OCCLUDED REGION  

 

A. Proposed Algorithm 

As mentioned above, even if the current block has a 

low SAD value, it does not mean that the interpolated 

block matches well the original block. In this section, we 

propose an efficient detecting occluded region based on 

SAD, NCCC, and the size of motion vector. Fig. 6 

denotes the flow chart of the proposed algorithm. At first, 

by using (3) and (4), respectively, the motion vectors are 

found. Then their positions and SAD values are compared. 

If the difference between the SAD value found by NCCC 

search and the minimum SAD value is less than threshold 

value of SAD difference (DSAD), this block is 

determined by the motion vector size. If the difference is 

greater than DSAD and the SAD value of the current 

block is compared with the threshold of SAD (Th_SAD), 

this block is classified into occluded region. If the 

difference is not greater than DSAD, this block is 

classified by the size of motion vector. In this case, the 

size of motion vector is not greater than the threshold of 

motion vector size and this block is determined to be 

interpolated linearly. This procedure is applied for the 

forward predictive frame and the backward predictive 

frame, independently. Accordingly, two predictive frames 

are obtained. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Flow chart of detecting occluded region and linear 

interpolation region.  

 

 

B. Experimental Results 

First, Foreman sequences with QCIF, 30 frames (block 

size = 8x8) is tested. Fig. 7 shows one experimental result, 

which simply classifies into the occluded region and the 

linear interpolated region, based on the proposed 

algorithm denoted in Fig. 6. In this experiment, the 

threshold values Th_DSAD=50, Th_SAD=150, and 

Th_MV=5 were used. This result shows the similar result 

for Fig. 3 and it makes sure that the proposed scheme can 

be used for dividing two regions based on the SAD, 

NCCC, and the size of motion vector. 

In order to evaluate how well is classified, two 

parameters, Er_HL and Er_LH, are introduced. 

Er_HL denotes the portion of low distorted block in  

high MSE region, while Er_LH means the portion 

of high distorted block in low MSE region. That is, 

the Er_HL is the ratio of the low MSE blocks 

having greater than Th_MSE in the high MSE 

region. Table I shows the experimental result for  

Foreman sequence. The proposed algorithm shows 

better performance than the SAD_only_method, 

which uses only SAD in classifying the distorted  
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Fig. 7. Classification result (Th_SAD=150, Th_DSAD=50, 

Th_MV=5).  

 

TABLE I  

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR FOREMAN 

SEQUENCE 
 

 
SAD_only_method Proposed 

Er_HL Er_LH Er_HL Er_LH 

Th_SAD=120 34.6% 26.3% 20.1% 16.3% 

Th_SAD=180 30.5% 32.3% 18.7% 19.2% 

Th_SAD=240 27.7% 37.8% 16.5% 20.7% 

  

TABLE II  

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR HALL MONITOR 

SEQUENCE 
 

 
SAD_only_method Proposed 

Er_HL Er_LH Er_HL Er_LH 

Th_SAD=100 29.5% 26.7% 15.8% 9.4% 

Th_SAD=140 27.2% 27.5% 12.2% 10.5% 

Th_SAD=180 20.3% 29.1% 9.6% 12.3% 

  
block. Particularly, by using large threshold values, 

the performance becomes obvious. Table II shows 

the experimental result for Hall Monitor sequence. 

In this sequence, the overall SAD values are 

smaller than the SAD_only_method. 

 

 

V. ADAPTIVE OCCLUDED REGION 

INTERPOLATION 

 

A. Proposed algorithm 

As explained in (2) and Fig. 6, bi-directional motion-

compensated interpolated frames (two initial frames) are 

obtained, respectively, by denoting 
FkI ,2

 and 
BkI ,2

. 

These frames are merged in order to interpolate the 

occluded areas as follows. 
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(5) 

This approach will lead to three phenomena. There are 

three cases for a given pixel: 

 

- uniquely defined by a single motion vector; 

- defined by more than one motion vector (an 

overlapping occurred);  

- not defined by any motion vector (it is left blank). 

In order to perform filling process for every pixel, the 

first case is trivial. For the second case, when more than 

one option for a pixel exist, a simple averaging method is 

applied to solve the problem. The last case is more 

designed in this paper. If no motion vector points to a 

pixel, then it is not easy to guess its value. One might use 

the co-located pixel in the previous frame and the next 

frame. However, it may not be very efficient since it 

might be that the motion vector of that block is not zero. 

So, in this paper, we propose an adaptive occluded region 

interpolation method, which uses adjacent pixel 

information. That is, by combining the frame generated 

by the forward estimation with the one generated by 

backward estimation will result in a frame with less blank 

areas. After the motion estimation and compensation, and 

after averaging the overlapping areas, the interpolated 

frame already looks like a frame, with some blank areas. 

At this point, there is enough information available about 

the current frame to perform motion estimation using the 

current frame. 2N x 2N block is selected as shown in Fig. 

8, and then, to improve the method, bi-directional motion 

estimation is performed. To fill the blank areas, a 

reference block is searched in both the previous and next 

frames. 
 

 
Fig. 8. 2N x 2N blocks division for filling blank areas.  
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B. Experimental Results 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed occlusion 

detection algorithm, three QCIF sequences (Foreman, 

Stefan, Table Tennis) are tested. As shown in Table III, 

the proposed algorithm consistently outperforms the 

conventional methods, the MCI method and Choi et al [3], 

for these sequences, which are highly active. The 

performance improvements are from 0.23 to 0. 42 dB. 

 
 

TABLE III  

PSNR [dB] performance comparison 
 

Seq. MCFI[1] Choi et al[3] Proposed 

Foreman 32. 65 33.28 33.51 

Stefan 24.98 26.37 26.72 

Table Tennis 30.91 32.11 32.53 

  

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper proposes an effective detection algorithm 

for occluded regions and an adaptive interpolation 

algorithm, which can be applied for FRUC technique. The 

proposed algorithm introduces NCCC as well as SAD and 

the size of motion vector and exploits to determine the 

occluded regions. Then, this paper proposes an adaptive 

interpolation method for occluded regions. Experimental 

results show that the proposed method effectively can 

classify and interpolate the occluded regions, and then 

achieve better performance than conventional methods.  

It is expected that the proposed scheme can be 

efficiently used for FRUC technique and DVC schemes. 

For practical implementations, also we are analyzing the 

overall system complexity and we are searching for 

reducing computational burdens. 
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